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"The Energy Crisis can 6(.1 the most effective teaching mid of the decade."

S. David Freeman -
Commissioner
Tennessee Valley Authohty

INDRUWITION

In recent years Idahoans have become indreasngly concernqd ai)out
)

tho enorqy situati-on and aware of.the importanc'e of energy in ourpliveA.

'ENports how tell -us th ,unless-some-immediatetiteps -are-taken

not be ble to provi for our future energy needs as a nation. New
7

research and technolOgy can alleviate part of the vroblem but,mdre

immedisvtety, we must reduce ehergy use. An effective energy cohserva-

tion program can result in substantial e'nergy savings, extend the life

of pr'esent ellergy supplies, and provide us the much-needed.time to e

plore.alternatives.

Traditionally, the educationaj. syStem of our gountry h-as been called

on (.o explore and. l'esoive societalo roblems. The en6rgy situation is a
J

,
.

unique opportunity for e'ducators since.it reflects a coMplex set of

problems that require changes in values, attitudes and Westyles. The

instructional )o oram in a school can examinethese problems and can

assist -in student awareness of the alternatives and consequences'of

-Ac2rgy Acisions.'

This reSource guide has been prepared t)o assist teacherS in ihcor-

porating enermi concerns within the school curriculum. It is intended

Lo pr;ovidd a basic,framework of objectives for different subjea areas

.and to provide examples of activities:for teachtng toward6.,the stated

-.objectiveS.r*Resources are listed to aid the ,teacher in. developing.

additional activities:\ It is anticipated that these materials will be
,

-\

a,searting point and thaC teachers Will go farther in this important ,

ts

k-

area of instruction.



MATKEMATIC
.1

Energy and mathematics are not mutually exclusive. Therefore,

these activities should-not be interpreted Rs an isolated energy

unib in Matkematics. Rather, they should be 1.,ncorporated into the

total curriculum, across sAject areas,.wirever possible: ,,Math-

ematics M'ay be used-to quantify or calculate energy topics. Or

energy topicI may be used to-illustrate mathematics concepts.

The following.mathematics'skills and co cepts are included in

this uni t :

1. Comptie what fractional part one number is of another.

2. Compute fractional parts of wholc numbers.

3. Express fractions in simp1est form's.

4. Express an ap lication as ap oportion.

5.-'SoAve a prop tion:

6. Add, subtract, multiply'and divide-decimal numbers.

7. .Write numberis/in scientific notation.

8. Solve a percent problem.

9. .Compute percent increase and decrease.

10. Construct'a'nd interpret line, bar and circle graphs.

11. Use metric. measuremnt.
,

12. Apply statisticsnd
.

probability concepts to energy
. probldms.:

13. Solve maxima-minima prob4 s. .

2

14. Solve algebraic equations'ahd interpret formulae.

15.' Apply mathematic skills to consumer-related problems.
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IDAHO ENERGY CONSERVATION RESOURCE GUIDE

PROJECT GOALS

This project has four goals. They are easily recalled by

Lim the fo 1 1 owii. nqb acronymn:

iJV triergy Coiiservation

LUV rdpresents the key words in the first three goas.

)1T),1
C nta )

TheA key Words are:

2 .1. jaws

2. Use

3. Values

The'fourth goal is Energy Conservation.

.(loal 1. Natural LAWS determine the availability of energy.

There are conditions ,i-nd limits to our use of energy. Activities

Onder thi,s qoal -describe what eney is,,what forms it take,s, and how

tt cap be converted from-one forM to another. These activities''emOasize

Olat all earth's resources are limited.

101.
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GoaPk2. USE of energy affects both peopleand,their environment.

.Everyone'depends upnn energy.. Activities under this goal exvImine

how encirgy use affects both-our natural environment and our.economic,

political and cultural systems.. These activities emphasize that energy
0

ise influences the lifestyle for ith present and future generations..

Lifesty.le, in turn, is inM.u6,nced by At choice of technology.

Goal 3. C.)tir VALUES determine how we use,ener .

. .

r-'T:nerckiy,problemS.can,not Be seilved by technology aloneA

ActivItieS under this goal encourc us to analyze out: personal energy
,

hqbits and to accept the responsibility for our actions. They empha-

size that changes in energy use and 6hanges in values and attitudes

-are interrelated. These abtivities offef us spme tools for.gatheri.ng

information, for making decisions, and for providing input to our

ec-onomic, political and cultural systems.

Goal 4: . ENERGY CONSERVATION is neCessary to maintairi,our\,lifeyle.

There are both long-run and short-run solutions t.ci energy) prob1ems.
,

Activities under,this goal encourage the development of both new enercly

) sources and of more efficient ways to use. energy. They emphasize that
.

energy conservation is an effective and'essential

.4'
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) ENERGY ATTITUDE SURVEY-
.

Tehcher Note: Use this as a pre and post survey to see if the study
of this mateial has affected'change in student atti.-
tudes.

1.. you believe there'is an energy shortage? yes no don't
know.

2. Do you believe you have been given a realistic picture of the
energy situation facing thê United States?

yes no don'6 know

31 Do y',V bplieve.mosb Americans are energy "wasters"? yes no
don't know'

.Do,you believe mcIst Americans Are energy "COnServers"?
'Y es no don't know

5. Do yod believe Americana are "spoiled", self indulgent and reluct-ant to take responsibility for the future? yes no don't_
know

6. Do yoll believe it is the responsibility of every U.S. citizen to
conserve energy voluntarilP yes no don't know.

/,

7. Do you.believe Americans will conserve energy only when goVernnientcontrols are-imposed? yes no don't know

-8. Would you be willing to reduce- your standard of living to conserveenergy? yes . no dori't know

Do you believe you as an individual can make an impact.on energy
consumption? yes no don't know

10. Would DIU. conserve energy to save money? yes no don't knowNE,

11. Do you think the money saved.is worth in convenience of conservingenergy? yes no don't know
.

°12. Do you think the energy saved is'worth the inconvenience of con-
verving energy? ye no don't know

13. Do you feel technology will "bail us out" of the enerii7 shol.tage?
yes no don't know

14. Do you feel you have any input or participation in the energy
usage decisions, made by your family?.

. no. don't, know

15. Are you going to do Something to save energy?. yes no , don't'
know

Take a tally for the Energy Attitude Survey and find the percent-
ages' for each response..

5 ,
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Activity 1: Sources of Energy #

Objoective: Por the student to be .11ole to describe different sources
of energy and to explain the historical importance
of. each.

Resources: 1. The Ene gy Challenge
2. IkRDA Pact Sheets
3d! Local Ufility companieS

Procedure: 1: Students will researchand report upon differAt
sources of enerCjy

2. Make a chart showing. available .resources in Idaho
and.present percentage amounts used eabh year.

3. Pfepare a graph of one source of energy and use a.
"bi eline" to show the known or probable beginning
of thatisource and how it has been 'used over the
pa t 200.years.



irkhtivity 2.Wind Power

'Objective: The 8tudent will be able to demonstrate that-ener
can be transformed froM one forM to another. .

Resources:

Procedure:

Library resources
Ask for information. Vrogrdirtlg use of windlonergy.
Write to:
Public Information Division 3l61

,

Sandia LaboratorieS
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115 106

OM.*

This activity'can be.used to motivate the students .to
trace power (movement, of aix) back to Its original
energy source (the sun) and speculatp-on further uses
of this mechanical energy.

Since energy cannot be created or destroyed, let the'
students trve the energy pathway bacliwards as far as
they can. A usually regard the sun A's the ultimate.
energy source, but is the sun "creating"energy or just
F..hanging its form?

Have the students construct several pinwheels from
plastic over-Aeffi projector sheets, a pin aria a small
stick (apencil will do).

"Go outside aYid,demonstrate the production of mechanical
ene'rgy. Look for the windiest spots.on the school:
yard and experiment with wind speed at various eleva-
tions s,uch as on the fire escaps as opposed to ground

The rOtating pinwheel is mechanical energy In what ways
can this energy, now be used? LET THE STUDENTS USE THEIR
IMAGJNATIONS,

Diiscuss the following questions:
1:,Can a house be-supplied with all it's energy.from,

giant pinwheel?
2. What problems involved with wind energy?

12
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Activity 1: Energy d'Worlx1cdnoMy
4111

. ,
.

Objective: The student'will 'be.a e to use graph to'hé1.2.i'e
how the availabill of enei-gy influence's 6I" id

deo

0 Resources: 1. U.S. pepartment of.Commerv
2. Major Oii Company
3. Energy Administration

'4. NSTA Fact Sheets ,

5. Magazines and Newspapers'
,

Procedure: Study how foreign oil'costs affect Americal prices..
1. Make a graph showimg percentage amounts.of oil'-

from ,the'Mkddle East and South AmeriCa.
,

2. Follow one barrel bf oil from well,.through re-
finery and to consumer to show how cost to consumer
Ls determined.

3 Discuss/how foreign Countries affect'American
6cOnomy by controlling'the availability of energy.
The following questtons can help guide discwsion:

1. 4t preseri iivch cOuntries must influence.
our economy controlling energy re sources?

2. Which countries will probably have the most
influence 'in thd future?

'
-3. What can we clo to lessen the influence of

foreign Countries upon odr economy? .

P;
Oprio

r
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Activity

Objective:

,

ReSources: .

Teio

Procedure:,

Energy and Local Economy

,Th e_...,%-t-iicl-ent-ITTFEI able 'to.expla'in how E46-AVAIKhtlity-
of enrgy influealWes local eoqirmy.

1 Local ChaMberof Commerce. Aliw
2. Banks.and Loan Comtpanies'
3 Moving Companies
4. Other Community resources

1 Assume your area is hit by.'"gas shortage".
Compare good employmeq rate with possil& employment
rate with gas shortage. Discuss possibn effects,
such as:
1. Stations close, etc.
2. Resident's Mov..
3. Effect on stores-, farm

RelatedActivity:

Study the effects
local small town on th4 coast
a. fishing harmed for
b.;talrist trade'down
c: longterm economic effects

travel

-

f an oil spill on a

a year

Example: Spnta Barbara, California
Chamber of CommerCe

.krT

14'



Activity 3: ..E,nergy and Wall Street
...-

_.-
Objegljve: 4...or the stujent to be ablo to-use charts to help

411 . Oplain higow.,,the availablIity of energy influendes
..,

!Wall trOetA.nvestment':-'-
, .. .

ResourCe: New York Stock 'Exchange of .locill investme.n" cOmpany-
4

b!'

r

,

,

.
.

.Procedure: 'Study eoddomics of Wall Stte6t investors in time of crisis.

.f

'

A. Compare chacts of investments during "good times"ancj pTods".

131 nscuss the.foliowingAuestions:

1 .-. 116W can the aYailiibility of energy resoUrces
lwffect investmedts?

2..4.1Thicti "good times" and "cribis" bn your,charts-..
34,4e1.-ated to the ayailability of eneFgY?

, 7 . iAceivitx 4: Energj, and. The Tpdividual

' 4114'14tUdent will be able,to compute\and explain how
N A 'OlOgy is used by different sectors of our economy.

AreinalwommorimPN--- (i441L- tarvIcitrrv

.- ,...
. .

.

EOM - 1028 U.S. Department of Energy, an Energy
Education/Conseivation 'Curriculum Guide for Home

k
1,1

A

Economics Teachers (p. 7-11). A

Procedure: 1. Pr'epare a circle graph indicating the pefcent Of
. energy used Sy the industrial, transportation,
residential, and commercial sectors

2. Calculate the percedt of induStrial energy utilized
in each industrial end use.

EX: 16.7 X
41A i; 6o

40.5 X

. .40.5% of industrial end use is process steam
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Prom the calculations in activity 2,-construct
a circle graph indicating the percent-of 1'ftd6strial
energy dedicated to each induVrial end uSe,
I .

.

4:. Prepare lacircle grapll indicating the,percent of
traniportatibb energy/consumed by eao6 element.

5. Calculate the-percent of residential energy utilized
in-each xesidential .end use.

EX. 11.0 X
19.2 1-4-6

573 - X

57,3% of residential end use is spate heating

6.. Prepare a circle graph,of the calculation results
fin activity 5, indicatingthe percnt of residential
energy dedicated 'to each residential end use.

7. Calculate the percent of Commercial energ utilized
in each commercial end use.

EX. 6.9 41 X
14.4 100.

47.9

.

. 47.9%.of comm4rcial end suse,is for space heating

8. Prepare a circle graph of the calculation results
in activity 7, indicating the percent of commercial
ergy dedicated to each commercial end dse.

a. Discuss bow the use of energy by different sectors
of the economy affects the individual. The following
questions can help guide discussion:

1. How do different sectors of the economy pass
their cost of energy on to tiTe individual?

2. How can 'the individual help keep down the
cost 61 energy used by different sectors
of the economy?

1

Examples.include cpnsekvation, consumer advocacy
and legis1ation.

16



sr.t_ivr.ty ,5: 'Energy and,he Family
i )

410 Objc,ctive: For the student to 'be able to calculate the'importance
. -

of energy costs to the family Midget.
.

.

, .

Rosourconi 1. 4-1.CP/U3841-0002 Methematics ilArNnergy ,

, 9. Tips for Energy Savers. %

1

4

Procedure: Teachers note: Wh.is ti.ctiv4,ty should be handled
tactfully. SoMe fami1ie4iii noewant to reveal
their incomes. You .can avoid this problem by using
your income to ilJustrate,tbe.activity. Or you can
"make-up? incomes for iiilalithary friends.

Given the yearly fami1 4 income and the fractional
part of the income spent on energy, calculate the
amount of money spent on energy.

EX. income = $14,000
Energy = 1/20

A = 1
2-0 (14,000)

A = $700

2. Given net monthly income and the dollar amount
setent for electricity, heat or gasoline, calculate
the fractional part of the net income spent on these
coMmodities.

EX. Net Income = $750
, Electricity = $30

30 = 1
75-6- x

30X = 750

°X = 750
30

X = 25

. 1%25 = P.P.

1 7 13
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I. Given energy consumptibn rations under different
conditions, deterMine the percent increase or
decrease.

_EX: Elect_ricitY $60,1ugust
-Electricity $69 December

X.% -69 -,60
160 60

X 15

. 15% increase

4. Discuss how.families can reduce their.consumption
of energy... Students.can explain techniques -used-
sUccessfully-by their own families%

Related Activities -

11. Given a ,har graph indicating the percentage
of energy converted to useful work for
different sources, determine the, most efficient
and least efficient sdurces.

2. Civen a Hite graph comparing fuel cOnsumption
with speed, determine the speeds for least
consumption and. greatese consumptioh.

3. -Given the percentages of total residential energy .41,
consumed by-household appliances, ,construct
a bar graph, of the information.

,4. Given,the average population of each of the
past five decades and the average energy

. consumption of each decade, compute the pekcent
increase in enet.gy use per capita between.
any two decades.

5. Given the odometer reading at the beginning of
One tank fill and the bginning of a second fijl,
and the quantity of the second fill, compute'the.
miles per gallon or kilometers per- liter.

4
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Acti vi ty 1

Objective:

Resource:

Procedure:

1

F.nergy and Values

For the student to be able to explain, on the.babis
of mathematiCal trends, how values.and attitudes
influence energy qonsumptiOn.

Energy and.Conservation Education,
Energy,and Man's Environment
Outlook for Ener_gy in the United
St.tes to.1985, Chase Manhatten E3ank1972.

1. The student`will research United States population
for each fiNre year period from 1940 tqrbugh 1975, con-
struct a bar graph of the pop.ulations for each',of theer"
periods, and project population figures for 19'80 and
1985.

2. The student will research yearly consumptlon of barrels
of oil by the United States for-each five year period
from 1940 through,1975, construct ,a bar graph of con.;
sumptioli for each.of these periods, and project con-
sumption figures for 1980 and 1985.

3. Using the figures frbm Parts 1 and 2; calcurate the
per capita consumption for ech of the five year
periodszfrodt 1940 through 1975 and project per
capita figures for 1980 and 1985.

4. Discuss how the following variables.influence our
values and attitudes toward pnergy resourc6s:.
1. Aiopulation density

4
2. Per capita consumption
3. Availability of energy

5. Discuss what changes in.value4, and attitudeb are
rleeded to reduce per capita con,sumption of e ergy.

Discuss howipeople can be encouraged to cnge their
values and attitudes toward 'eergy uEte.

;

1 9
N. 15 ,
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.-ActiviIy.croue I. TheJleed to Conserve Energy
. .

The'studentowill be able to explain, on the .basis of
:ffathematical-calculations-,.-Ahe-needs-for-energy 'con-

ervation.

Resources: 1. ERDA Fact $heets
%. Mathematics in Energy
3. Energy Conservation in the Home
4. Energy & Man's Environment

Procdure:

k

The following groups of activities addr'ess the state
objective. The teacher shoul4 encourage discussion
about the need for energy conservation.

ACtivity 1 The Epergy,Environment Simulator:its a small computer
that indicates various amounts of d,ifferent resources
needed to have environmental harmony.
Students.control rate of resource use.. Simulator in-
dicates length of availability.

.

Air 4ua1ity is a controlled variable.
The Energy Environment Simulator i4 available through
the Mathematics.Depa"rtment of Boise State University.

Activity 2 Have students list energy-using devices in home. piscuss
how energy-,could be saved by using these\devices less
or in a more efficient/manner.

16
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Acl!ti;itidy 3 Topic1 for.class discussion:

A. The U.S. has 6% of the wOrld's population and-uses over
.St of all raw materials in the world, 'We.need..29
minerals and"we import 18. What happens in other
qpuntries is very important to us.. Why?

B. Local resource problems are everywhere; how does:
tourism;, urbanization, pollution, zpning, ecnd
planning affect y9ur home ta0.111?.

C. As world populations increase and higher standards of
liVing develop, itlbecomes vital to practice cdnserva:-
tion of-natural iehources'..

Aci:ivqy 4 Resource: Mathematics in Energy NSTA pp. 31-32 and 63..'

The following problems deal with populationand 'energy
Consumption in the United States from 1920-1979.

A. 'Make .a bar graph showing population fa.i- each decade.
-y

B. Ho research to discovir per capita enermt consumption
. I for.each decade.

C. ' Project energy consumption per cpita from 1970-1980.

D.1 Project (estimate) population of 1980.

Activity /.3 Th circle graph below shows a breakdown of energy
nsumption by decimal part in the U.S.

transpof-fation

20
-Residntial.r
Commercial

.41
, Industrial

)
Total U.S. pnergy consumption was apgroximately
1.8.7% x-101' calories dn 1976. Using the decimal
parts given in the graph, calculate the number of
calories used.in each category.

<7

17
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ActiVity Group 2: Ways to conserve energy

Objectiv4: The sludent will be able to explain, on the basis pf
matheffiatical calculations, the effectiveness of different
ways of conserving" energy.

6

Resources: 1. Mathematics in Energy
2, n-ansportation.and the CitN> (rivity #9)

-

Procedure The follOwing group of activities address the Stated
objectf. .The .teacher Should encoltrage discussion
about the following:

1. How energy conservation affects 'the student
-2. How the student can)bet started on his/her own

energy conservation program.

Activity 6. Given the average fuel consumption for an uninsulated
home, and the average cohsumption for An insulated,home,
determine the percent,decrease in consumption.

EX: jnpulated 900 Gallons Oil
Uninsulated 7 __1,600 Gallons N1

X' , 1600 - 900
Tub. . 1600

15 -'-savings in 10 cAiories:
.1

Activity'7 Given mational potential energy

Thermostat set back .37
(68° day/60° night) .

Water heating (120°) .15
Air Conditioning (78°), .03

'Hot water use (1/3) .12
Furnace Tune-up .15

Air Conditioner Tune-up .23

Insulated ceilings .18

Weather stripping ' .08
Storm Windows & Doors .04

Determine the number of calories (in scientific notation) aVed by each

111.
'action and the total number of calories saved.'
18 22
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Activity 8 Given the roof areas of two buiYdi,ngs and the number
of calopes solar energy received by onef, determine
the amount of solar energy r4qeived by the other.

ActivIty 9

:

a

.;

EX.. Roof 1 =. 1600 sci. feet
Roof 2 . 1200 sq.nfeet

1.5 X 10 oal/year
gw

1.5 X 10
11-6-6( 1200'

X . X.109 cal/year

0
0

0

ft

4fm

*
k,

.., I. ....,.

lovi
14

M 0.1m

LA"

04,0,
tea

41PAV #16.

."14r7,1MWRO

Given the percent reduction in utility bills from thd
installation of solarheating panels, the current

bill, and the' cost of the installed solar unit,
determine:

a - 4a. new projected utility bill
b - time required to pay for the'solar unit

EX: Solar cost
Current bill
Bill Reduction

$5000
$700/year
60% ,

a.- projected new bill = .40 (700)
$280

b - time .= 5000
700-280

= l years

6
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Activity 10 Given gasolin'e consumption rates,. at different speeds,
trip length, and per gallon price, determine total
consumption and cost for the trip at different rates
of speed.

A

Activity 1,1 Given the miles per gallon consumption figures for two
automobiles and trip mileage calculate-the percent
incrtise or percent decrease in fu41"consuMption.

EX. 1\ut.0 1 = 10 m.p.g.
Auto 2 - 12.5 m.p.g.

Comsumption 1 = 200 . 20 gal.
10

-
Consumiption 2 . 200 . 16-gall

12.5

X 20-16
100 .- 20

X = 20% decrease

-Activity 12 Given.the miles per gallon consumption figures for an
automobile before and after tune-up, determine the per.-
cent increase in mileage,

Activity 13 Given the percent increase in mileage from a drop in
speed, and the mileage at one speed, determine the
mileage at the other speed.

EX. Drop in speed: 70 mph 50 mph
Increased mileage- = 20%

, 70 mph 25 ..rnpg

Determine: mpg at 50 mph
, X = 25 + .20 (25)

X = 30 mpg

Activity 14 Given tpe following type table:

Mode Number MPG Ga1/20mi. PMPG

car . 1 18 1.11 1.11
car 2 18
car
van _

van

4

1

2

18,

16
' 16

1.25 ,

van 8 16
bus 5 3.3 6.1
bus 20 3.3
bus 40 3.3 /

train 1000 .1 266
plane 100 .25 (

Calculate the missing amounts.

20
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DEFINITTON6 AND ENERGY EQUIVALENTS

0 Definitions

bovrel : CA liquid volume measure equal to 42 gallons
(about 5.6'cubic feet).

bMion

13T y.."

: One ttiousand million, or 109.

"British Thermal URit", the amount of heat eder9y
that must be.supplied to.one pound of water to
raise its temperature through one Fahrenheit degree.
lt takes about 74 BTUs to bring one. cup (8 fluid oz.)
of water from room temperature. (70°F) to its boiling
temperature (212°F).

calorie
(calorie) ! See kilocalorie, bel.ow.

rossil Fuel : Any naturally occurring fuel of an organic nature --
usually used to describe coal, crude oil, and
natural gas.

heat. rate : A way of expressing the thermal effi0.ency-(see below)
of electric power plants: equal to ratio of BTU input
(from primary fuel) to kilowatt-hour output (electricity).

kilocaorie : A unit of enervy, often written'as "Calorie" in food-
science literature, equal to 3.969 BTU (one calorie =
0.001 ealorie). Per capita food energy consumed in /
the U.S. in 1970 averaged 3300 Cories.

kilowott (kw) : A unit of power, equal-to 1000 watts, or 0.941 BTU per
secon!cl.

kilowatt-hour
(kwh) : A uniT_ of energy, equivalent to 3,413 BTU (0.948 .BTU

4.14 per second times 3,600. seconds.)

. megawatt (Mw) : A unit of power, equal to 1000 kilOwatts, or 1,000,000
watts..

quadrillion : One thoutand trillion, or 10 15

therm

thermal
- efficiency : The ratio of the energy delivered by-a process to the

energy extracted from the primary fuel feeding the
process; both i4ut and output are usually expretsed
in,BUTs, and the ratio as a percentage (nElcessarily
less than 100).

: Used somewhat interchangeably to mean either
10.0 cubic fept of natural gas, or 100,000 BTU.

0 ton : Used.here to mean 'a "short ton," or 2,000 pounds.

2 5
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trillion : One thousand billibn, or 1012.

matt . :- A unit of Etwer; mwt.often applied to electricity.
A power.of one watt implies energy is beinig con'sumed

, -

01 . at the rate of 0.000948 BTU per second. .

:
.

-

ENERGY EQUIVALENTS

crude oi!

4

: 5.8 million BTU per barrel (138,000 BTU per gallon)
combustion energy.

nalural gas--: 1,032 BTU combustion energy per cubic foot. 4

coal : 13,000 to 10,000 BTU combustion energy per pouncl,
depepding upon type (bituminous and anthracite the
higher figure, lignite and sub-bituminous the lower).

gasoline : Approximately 125,000 BTU combustion energy per
gallon.

One quadrillion (1015) BTU per year is equivalent to burning
472,000 barrels of oil, or 2,660 million cubic feet of natural
gas or 130,000 tons of coal Per day.

Nine 'super oil tankers .(250,000 "dead,weight tons") carry oil
with a combustion energy equiv
BTU.12

ent of roughly one quadrillion

#

The energy available from fissiohing,one t9n of uranium ore
in a burner reactor is 0.56 trillion BTU.14

Strip mining yields, on the average, about 5,000 tons of coal per
acre. (A "good" acre can yield as high as 25,000 tons, but the
area substantially affected by.the stripping may be three to
fivelacres.) Surface mines in the west, with thick seams, often

'yield approximately 10,000 tons per acre.
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dLOSSARY

ACCEUERATION. The time Vte of change of veloity in either speed
or -direction.'

1LTERNAT1NG.CURRE4T (AC). An el9ctric current .whose direction of
flow is -changed at periodic intervals (manytimes.per second).

ATOM. The smallest partible of a'n element wh,ich qpn.enter into
a chemical combination. All chemical compounds are, formed of
atoms, th'e difference between compounds being attributable to,
the nature, number, and arrangement of their constituent atoms.

ATOMTC ENERGY. The'constitutive internal energy.of.the aiom which
was absorbed when it Was formed; energy derived from the.mass'
converted into energy in nuclear transformation.

BLACKOUT. A total power failure caused unintien-tionally by storm
damage, equipment failure, or overloaded utility,equipment.
An exceptional situation in which all power is deliberately
cut off by electrical generating lacilities.

BLANKET INSULATION. Cotton fiber, mineral wool,' or wdol fiber made
into varying thicknesses in a length,

COAL.. Solid, combustible, organic hydrocarbon formed by the
decomposition of vegetable material without free access to air.

.

C014, GASTFICATION. ,The conversion of coal fo'a gas suitable for use
,as a fuel.,2

1

COMBUSTlON. Burning; technically, a rapid oxidation accothpanied
by the release of energy in the form of heat and light, It
is one of the three basic contributing facfors causing air
pollution. The othersare attriti,on and vaporizatiOn.)-

COMFORT ZONE. The proper temperature, humidity, and 'air movement
to create a feeling of comfort.

CONDUCTOR (ELECTRICAL) A material Capable of carrying an electric
current.

CONSERVATION., The c'are or .Management of natural resources.

'CONSERVATION OF MATTER AND. ENERGY(LAW OF). The s'um of the potential-
and kinetic energy of an ideal energy system remains constant...

,

CONSERVE. To manage or,use wisely,
,

.,
CONVECTION. The ti,ansfer bf energr by moving masses' of. matter, -

'Such ,as the cireUlation of a liquid or gaS.
, *

("CONVENTIONAL HYDROELECTRIC PLANT. A hydroelectric poWer plant
.

4 ,

that utilizes StreamflOw only.onceas tbe water passes dowAstream,
as'opposed to a Pflump-storage plan't Oich recirculates all or al

. portion of the btreamflow in the production of power,

27
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(P ..CRUDE OIL. Liquid fuel formed from the fossils-Of eiliiimais anh tants;
petroleum as'it comes from the ground. .vQ

y I
1: ,

CURRENT (ELECTRIC):0 The rate of) transfer of e1edtil.c4ty.
A

CURTAILMENT. Cuttilig bacY.bhe use of energy resbutcqb A 'oppiased
to conserviacvq.r. wisely using wergy resources

'1 1.

DIRECT CURRENT (DC). An 'ele,ctriC cur4nt that f1o,w6` ft only onedirec-
tfon through a circttit..

Oft.
eDIRECT ENERGY CONVER§t00. The process-of changiDg.ay.,.:pther form of

energy into electricity without machinery that-h0t0Moyihg'parts.
For example", a battery changes'chemical energyiiht4leiectritty
by direct,energy.conversicinS1

_ . .

DOUBLE GLAZED WINDOW. Two pan4s of glass.factory-sealeid
with a small 6..i.r space,between them. zingglaDouble

. -,.;CPotltt. 5 N 4 ._' y4 'twice the,R-value of single glazing.
ss,;. :4 %..,

,

,

EFFICIENCY. The ratio of the useful work performed to the.ti
., ,encrgy used in the ,Otocess.

, t '.
747 :AO ( '

,

ELECTRICAL ENERGY. The energy associatea-;with electric 'charge, ,.land`
their movements. . Measur d in watt hours and kilowatt houxis.

. .

, >,One watt-hour equals 86a ca ies. ,, ; . -
-,. ,-

.
-,

.
_ ..

ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL. A"cell in which chemical energy is, c6117 e V
! yIll

to electrie en-agy by a spontaneous oxidation-reductibqW 'i,
::. Areaction.

,

ELECTRON.- The electron is a small particle,ilaving a unit of
nega ive electrical ch4rge, a small mass, and a sma/1
EV y atom consists of:pfne nucleus'and one or.moreIeleCtrOn... .... , ,

ELEMENTS. E ments are-substanceS which-cannot be deCo posLti, byt
prdinary types of chemidal change, or made by cheM cal UnioN;

_,,,

ENERGY. The-capability pf doing work, Potential.energy .1.5 e4 ,

due .tro poSition of 'one body with respect to anothe'r, or ,

paTts ofvthe same body. Kinetidenergy is,dug,to.motion..
. .

..

..
,o , .

.

ENTROPY. Entropy is the caliacity factor for isothermally Unav'aila4-
Ni , .i.),. ..

, energy. Every 6pontan0ous process in -nature is characterized,hy .J.,,
,

An increa4p in the total-entropy'ofthe. bodies concerfied in t
. ,i.:. .

. ,

ENVIRONMENT. The sum of all, ex,i,ernal conditions and influences
0

affectin the life, "development, ands uitimately the siirvival!..,,-,f,.
,, ,

of an . or ism.
.

, . .

..,

. . A
5, .'

FIRST LAW OF ItiERMODYNAMICS. (Also called the Law of COnservationt
,

: .:.:V.,t, .4_,.... , .

:..:I of Energy)- 'Enerly can be neither created nordestroyed.
7,.
'

process.
;,/ S.
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FISSION. A nuclear reaction from which the atoms produced are
each approximafely hall' the maps of the 'parent nucleus. In other
wol:ds, the atom is split into two approximately equal maqses.. There
is also the emission of extremely great quantities of epergy since
the sum of-the masses of the two new atoms is less than the mass
of the parent heavy atom. The energy releaeed is expressed by
Einstein's equation, E = Mc2.

FLYWHEEL. A Method of.energy stora47orking on the principle of
a spinni g wheel. By its inertia: a spinning'-wheel stores
mechanical

FOAM INSULATION. - (1)"Styrofoam; Rigid foaM-boardEi;. or (3)-Liquid
foam insulatio6111

FOSSIL FUELS. Coal, oil, natural gas,-Nand other'fuels Originating
:froM geologic deposits of ancient plant and animal life de-
:pendelg on exidation for release of energy.

FUEL. A substance used to produce heat energy, chemical energy
by combustion, or nuclear, energy by nuclear fission.

'

FUEL CELL., A device in which fuel and.oxygen are combined to
pCoduce chemical energr that is converted directly into
electricity.

m
Flro

railer atomic nuclei or paticles into larger ones with the
(ATOMIC). A nuclear reaction involving the' combination of

release oE energy from mass transformation. This is also
called a'thermonuclear reaction by reason of the extremely
high.temperature required to initiate

.4

11

FUSION. A reaction in which light nuclei combine to form an atom wit
greater mass.

GAS. A state of matter in which the molecules are practically un-
restricted by cohesive forces. A gas has neither definite
shape nor volume.

GASOLINE. Mirture of hydrocarbons obtained from petroleum.

GENEhATOR. A device that converts heatsor mechanical energy into
.electrical energy.

GEOTHERMAL. As applied to power generion, theuse of, heat energy
obtained through the medium of hot water or steam coming from
beneath the ehrth's surface.

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY. The heat energy available in the earth's sub-
surface believed to have been produced by natural radio-
activity. The thermal gradient of thd earth's crust is such
that the temperature in a deep well or mine increaseS by about
1°F for each 100*feet of depth.

r-

'7
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-3GRAM. A unit ot masin the metric system; 10 standard kilog4;am.
44

GREENIWUSE kEEECT. A iiithod ot u8ing solar radiatioyo warm
underheated:arens (window treatments are opened allow the
window to mdmit (und trap the sun's heat).

GROK NATIi)MM,PRODOCT ((;NP), A measure of economic act,ivity whioh
is the tot-Ai market value of all goods and services produced
in 1 c()untry. Deprcia n and other allowances for oapital
k:k)in,mmption are not de :ed.

,1/4.HEAT E. nerqy possessod by a sunstance in the .forth of.kinetic energy;
usnmIly meJsured in calories or, in space heating, hV the
HritiTh LhermaI unit. Heat is transmitted by conduction,
c(mvQction, ur taqiation.

HEAT CAPACITY. The quahtity of heat:x required to increase the
--1-1,41L1por_ttil:e of a system or subAance one degree of temperature.

II i!; expressed in calories per degree Celsius.

HEAT ENEP(;Y. Energy that cdUaea_an increase in the temperature of
,111 uHect. IL may change ,the-Object. from)solid to liquid or

li(luid to (Jas.

ITTIMP: )\ device thaf absorbs heat fvom the outsiae-aiT_ and
.pnm()s i1 into the house. lt works in reverse as a standard

condiLioner For cooling.

HOPSEP(MER. A lull mAsyres the rate at which energy is
pr041nyed or used. A van-doing heaVy manual labor produces'
ener a aqy f the rate of bout .08 horsepower.

HYDR01:1,LCTRW,PLANT. An electric power plant in which the turbine-
twiter,it_ors ate driven by falling water.

-

HYDROELECTRIC1TY. Electricity production by water-powered turbine
klonerJLor.

---1
4.- .

YDROLO;Y.. The science dealing with the properties, distribution,
andi.irccil,ation ot water and snow.

W/D1A)POWER. Power bY Calling water.

INSULATLON.. A substance that ihsulates is one that can sloW down-
the flow of hea L, or sound.

iNTERNA COMBUSTLON EN NE. Energy is supplied by a bu'rning fuel
which is directly transformed into mechanical energy by
eontrolle'd combustion.

JOULE. A metric unit .of work or energy; the energy produced by a
Lorce of one newton operating through a distance of one meter.

KILOCALORIE. Heat energy eqUal to 4.19 x 103 joulAis.
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KILOVOLT (KV), 1,000 volts.

KILOWATT (11W)- The unit of power equal to 1,000 watts, 3.413
Of 1,341 horsepower..; Roughly, the power of one kw

is capable of raising the temperature of a pound (pint) of
water 1°F in one Seednd.

KILOWATT-HOUR (KWH). ;The amount of work or energy delivered during
the steady consqmption of one kilowatt of powe'r for a period of
onc hour; eguivOent to 3.412 BTUs.-

L ICHT. Radiant enetgy which an observer can see.

h rOUIPIED NATURAL ,3AS (LNG). Natural gis that has been changed into
a liquid by cooling to about -2600F (-160°C) at whicti_point.it
occupies_aboOt 1/600 of i,ts gaseous volume at normal altiospheric
prassure; thus, the cost of shipping and storage is reduced.

MECHXNICAL ENER(Pl. The kind of energy that is released to make Objects
move.

MEGAWATT (MW)
waLts.

A unit of power equal to 1,000 kilowatts or one million

METHANE. CoIbr1ess, nonpoisonous, and flammable gaseous hydro-carbon;
cmitteWby marshes and by dumps undergoing decomposition.

NATURAL CAS Naturally-occurring mixtures of hydrocarbon gases and
vapors occurring naturally in certain geologic formations; usually

'found associated with oil.

IIONRENEWABLE RESOURCES. Depletable energy resources such as the
fossil fuels coal, las and oil.

NUCLEAW-ELMTR1C POWER PLANT. One in which heat for raising steam is
provdded by fission rather than combustion of fossil fuel.

NUCLEAR (ATOMIC) FUEL. Material containing fissionable uranium of
such compo'sition and enrichment that, when placed in a
nuclear reactor, will support a self-sustaining fission chain
reaction and produce heat in ja controlled manner for process
use

NUCLEAR POWER. Electric power produced from a power plant by converting
the energy obtained from nuclear reaction.

NUCLEAR POWE R PLANT. Any device, machine, or astemblY that converts
nuclear energy into some form of useful power, such as nechanical
or electrical power. In a nwlear electric power plant, heat
produced by a reactor is generally used to make steam to drive
a turbine that, in turn, rives an electric generator.

NUCLEAR REACTION. A'reaction involving a change in an atemic nucleus,
such as fission, fusion, neutron capture, or radio-actiye decay,
as di,stinct from a chemical reaction, which is limited"to changes
in elotron structure surrounding the nucleus.



OFF-PEAK. Energy supplied during periods of relatively lowrystem:
-demands.

OIL SHALE. Sedimentary rock containing solid organic matter
(kerogeh) that yields substantial amounts of oil when heated
to high temperatures.

OIL SPILL. The accidental discharge ef oil into oceans, bays or inland
waterways. Methods of oil spill control include chemical dispersion,
combustion, mechanical containment, and absorption. 0

-OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) . An organization
of counVries in the Middle East, North Africa, and South America
which aims at developing common oil-marketing policies. .

a

PEAKING. Power'plant operation to meet the h1ghe8t pOrtion Of thl
daily load.

PEAKING CAPABILITY. The maximum peak.load that can be supplied by a
generating unit, station, or system in a stated period of tiM6.
For.a hydroproject, the peaking capability would be equal to
the maximum plant capability only under favorable pool and flow
conditions. pften the peaking capability may be less due to
reservoir draWdown'or.tailwater encroachment.

POWER. The time rate at which work is done. If an athount of work (w)
is done in time (t) the power or rate of doing work is P = w/t.
Power will be obtained in watts if w.is expressed in joules and
t in seconds.

PUMPED HYDROELECTRIC STORAGE. The only means now available for the
large-,scale storage of electrical energy. Excess electricity produced
during periods of low demand is used to pump water up to a reservoir.
When demand is high, the water is released to opevite a hydroelectric
generator. Pumped energy storage only returns about 66 percent of
the electrical energy put into it, but cost6 less than an equivalent
generating capacity. A

PUMP.- TORAGE PLANT. A hydroelectric power plant which generates
dec ric energy for peak load use by utilizing water pumped into
an elevated storage reservoir during off-peak peTiodsd

R-VALUE. Thermal resistance; computed by the conductivity divided into
one. .The measure of resistance to heat flew.

r-.

RECLAMATION. Act or process of reclaiming; for example, stripmined land
should be reclaimed'-- replanted and leveled,

RENEWABLE RESOURCES. Non depletable resources; for example, the sun.

RESERVES. The .amount of a natural resource known to exist and expected
to., be recovered by present-day techniques.

RES8URCES The estiMated.total quantity of a wttural resource such as
minerals in the grOund; includes undiscovered mineral reserves.
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.SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS. One of the two "limit laws hich
govern the conversion of energy. Referred to he e as the
"heat tax", it can be stated in several equivalent forms, all
Of whiCh describe the inevitable p4ssage of some energy from
a useful to a loss useful form in any energy conversion.

S9LAR CELL. A' photovoltaic cell which converts radiant energy*from
the spn into electrical energy.

SOLAR ENERGY. Radiation engirgy froMftthe sun fairing upon the ear 8
surface.

;itSOLDI WASTE. Useless, unwanted, or discard material with insufficierlip
liquid content to be free floWing.

p.
STATIC ELECTRICITY. Eleetrici-ty at rest.

STEAM-ELECTRIC PLANT. A plant in which the prime movers (turb es)
conneetcA to.the generators are driven by steam.

STOCKPILE. A storage pil reserve supply of an essiential raw
material;.for example coal is stockpiled in the open air for
storage purposes.

STRIP-MINING. A process in which rock and topsoil Strata overlying
ore or fuel deposits are scraped away by mechanical shovels.
Also known as surface mining.

0 TECHNOLOGY. 'Applied science.

THERMAL EFFICIENCY. The ratio of the electric power produced by
a power plant to the amount of heat produced by the fuel; a
measure of tha,efficieny wj_th which the plant converts thermal
to electrical energy.

THERMAL ENERGY. The total potentjal and .kinetic energy associated with
, the random motions of the particles of a material.

THERMAL PLANT. A geneyating plant which converts heat energy to
electrical energy. Such plants- may burn coal, gas, oil,(or
use nuclear energy to produce thermal energy.

THERMAL POLLUTION. Degradatio ? of water quality by the introduction
of a heated effluent. Primal:IA.' a result of the dischar'ge of
cooling watei.s from industrial processes, particularly from
electrical power generation.

THERMODYNAMICS. The science and study ot the relationship between
heat and mechanical work.

TRANSMISSION. The act or process of transporting electric energy in
bulk from a source or sources of supply to other utility systems.

Aft TRANSMISSION LINES. Wires or cables through which high voltage
electric power is moved from point to point.

33
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TURBINE. A motor, the shaft of which Is rotated by a stream of
water, steerm, air, or fluid from a nozzle and forced against
the blades of a.wheel.

VAPOR. The words vallor and gas -are .often used-interchangeably.
Vapor ls more frequently used for h substance which, though
present ir the. gaseous phase, generally exists as a solid or
liiquid at oom temperature. Gas Is 1116re frequently used for

4°4, ...,h-substanc that generally exists in the gaseous phase at
ofk room temper ture.

Ark APORIZATION. The changp of a substance from a liquid o'r solid state
to the gaseous state. One of three contributing factors to air /
pollution; the other are attrition and combustion.

,

VOLT. 'The unit of electromotive foi-ce. rt is the difference in
potential required to make ei current flow through a resistance.

VOLTAGE. The amount of force employed to move a quantity of
eiectricity; measured in volts.

WATER VAPOR. Water in the form of a gas.

WATT (W)* A unit of measure for electric power equal to the transfer
of one joule of energy per second. The watt is the unit of power
most often associated with electricity. (1 hor.sepower = 746 watts)
determined by multiplying.required volts by required amperes
(volts x amps = watts),./

WEATHERSTRIPPING. Reduces the rate pf air infiltration by making sure
that all doors and windows fitbtheir frames snugly.

)1,
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